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Hawker Beechcraft to Test Global Surveillance
Markets with Baron G58 ISR

Hawker Beechcraft Corporation (HBC) today announced it is using the Farnborough

International Airshow to gauge the market for its Baron G58 ISR. The company will

display a model of its Beechcraft Baron airframe outfitted with mockups of Intelligence,

Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) sensors, including an electro-optical/infrared

(EO/IR) camera and data link, at its chalet during the airshow from July 9-12.
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“HBC has long served the ISR markets with our range of economical and reliable

Beechcraft King Air turboprops and Hawker jet platforms,” said Jay Gibson, HBC vice

president, Special Missions. “As the global ISR market continues to evolve, we have

recently seen interest in Latin America and island markets for a light aircraft with ISR

capabilities. We are using the Farnborough Airshow as a starting point to develop a

wider market for the solution we are offering.
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“When it comes to airborne surveillance, our products have demonstrated the highest

mission capability rates in some of the toughest conditions around the world,” Gibson

said. “Our Baron G58 ISR concept offers customers the reliability of a legendary

airframe, engines and avionics, along with the established Hawker Beechcraft global

support network – all in an affordable package.”

The Baron G58 ISR aircraft offers the reliability of twin engines, a max cruise speed of up

to 352 kilometers per hour (190 knots), a range of 2,788 kilometers (1,500 nautical

miles) and a service ceiling of 6,306 meters (20,688 feet). This allows operators to reach

mission areas quickly and safely, flying above weather rather than through it.

The aircraft’s basic surveillance package includes: an EO/IR camera package with a 9-

inch or 10-inch diameter turret, controller and monitor; a mission management system

with mapping capability for situational awareness; a high-definition imagery recorder

with playback that records metadata; and a V/UHF radio for tactical communications.

Surveillance options include a line-of-sight and/or satellite data link; search and rescue

direction finding; and an automatic identification system for maritime surveillance.

All of the surveillance mission equipment for the Baron G58 ISR is commercially

available with short lead times and high reliability. While the physical integration of the

mission sensors to the airframe is highly specialized (with significant consideration to

human factors), the mission package integration is done without specialized software,

making it easy to troubleshoot and maintain in the field.

Standard features of the Baron G58 ISR include:

Garmin 1000 integrated avionics suite with synthetic vision

TAWS B, Traffic Advisory System, and WX data link

Wing and horizontal stabilizer de-icing boots

Digital 4-color, vertical profile weather radar

Automatic climate control system with air conditioning

Improved comfort cockpit and cabin seats

Large cabin doors for quick install/removal of mission equipment

Short runway capability and the ability to fly into commercial airfields

Twin-engine redundancy and proven reliability



“This is a great aircraft for entities that have ISR mission responsibilities and are looking

an economical solution to meet those needs,” Gibson said. “Not only is our concept the

right size with the right equipment, you get all of the benefits of the legendary Baron –

it’s all-weather, fast and supported throughout the world.”

More than 6,700 Barons have been produced to date and Hawker Beechcraft Parts &

Distribution maintains a large inventory of spares around the world.

Hawker Beechcraft Corporation is a world-leading manufacturer of business, special

mission, light attack and trainer aircraft – designing, marketing and supporting aviation

products and services for businesses, governments and individuals worldwide. The

company’s headquarters and major facilities are located in Wichita, Kan., with

operations in Little Rock, Ark.; Chester, England, U.K.; and Chihuahua, Mexico. The

company leads the industry with a global network of more than 100 factory-owned and

authorized service centers. For more information, visit www.hawkerbeechcraft.com.
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